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The unit offers smart home applications to handle Health, 
Security, Fire, Water & Electricity crisis.  Integrated with 
the emergency departments and the ability to smartly 
communicate, the unit allows consumers to intimate 
relevant department for help in critical situations with just 
a single click.

Your in-home display is an intelligent device with LCD 
screen that helps you monitor your energy consumption 
and the money you are spending on it. With this information 
on your energy usage, you can control & optimize your 
electricity consumption which eventually helps you cut-
down your energy bills.

 
MOBILE APPLICATION

ENERGYMIZER

eGenius Mobile is a versatile user application for energy 
monitoring and emergency management. It allows consumers 
to monitor, predict, set goals and manage their electricity usage 
in an expedient way, resulting in saving energy and money. 

EnergyMizer is a specialized product that collects essential 
consumption information of the consumer and sends it to the 

 via RF communication medium
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